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Prof. Dr. Claudia Kemfert is Head of the department Energy, Transportation, Environment at the German Institute of Economic Research
(DIW Berlin) and Professor of Energy Economics at Humboldt University, Berlin. She advises EU president José Manuel Barroso as a
member of the High Level Group on Energy and she is an external advisor for the World Bank, the United Nations and the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
"Germany's leading exponent of green economic policies

In detail

Languages

Prof. Dr. Kemfert was awarded from DAAD and was honoured in

She presents in English and German.

2006 as top German Scientist from the German research
foundation ("Elf der Wissenschaft 2006"). She is a member of

Want to know more?

renowned expert commissions, sustainability advisory councils

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what she

and is a member of the editorial board of Energy Economics, Gaia

could bring to your event.

and Energy Efficiency. Her research activities concentrate on the
evaluation of climate and energy policy strategies.

How to book her?
Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

What she offers you
With a wealth of unparalleled expertise in the social and economic
effects of climate change, Claudia Kemfert offers organisations
the necessary tools to expand without adversely affecting the
environment. She shows decision makers how it is possible to
achieve sustained growth and profits whilst simultaneously
implementing "greener" business policies.

Publications
2008
Die andere Klima-Zukunft: Innovation statt Depression
2005
Vierteljahreshefte zur Wirtschaftsforschung 2005/2. Die ökonomischen
Kosten des Klimawandels und der Klimapolitik (with Barbara Praetorius)

How she presents
Both an experienced speaker and a regular media commentator,
Claudia's presentations are filled with a wealth of useful
actionable information backed up with years of solid research and
proven business strategies.

Topics
Climate Protection through Globalization
Future Energy Systems
Energy Policy: Sustainability and Competitiveness
The EU Energy Policy
Climate Technology and Efficiency - The Engine for Growth and
Innovation
The Economic Consequences of Climate Change
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